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to avoid coverage hole when BSs are turned off. The authors
in [9] suggested centralized and distributed algorithms for the
trade-off between reducing energy consumption and outage
probability. The authors in [10] proposed a framework for
dynamic cell planning and BS operation that increases energy
efﬁciency. As an extension of [10], the smaller and denser cell
deployment was proposed in network planning stage when cell
zooming is not sufﬁcient [11]. In [6], the authors investigated
the energy saving with temporal trafﬁc ﬂuctuation and BS
density by modeling the trafﬁc as sinusoidal pattern and using
the ﬁrst-order analysis. Recently, [7] proposed a distributed
algorithm for BS switching off operation. They suggested
a concept of network-impact, which is an amount of effect
induced by turning off a BS; the proposed distributed algorithm
is based on the prediction of BS loads, but it may not be
valid under inhomogeneous trafﬁc environment because of the
nonlinearity effect of trafﬁc load on the network performance,
e.g., delay.

Abstract—In order to reduce the energy consumption in the
cellular network, green self-organizing network (SON) techniques
gain the attention from economical and environmental perspective. We study the base station (BS) turning-off operation that
can run without knowing the global knowledge of dynamic
trafﬁc distribution in time and space. We propose a green
SON framework based on an overlay network using Delaunay
triangulation (DT). Speciﬁcally, we propose a threshold-based BS
off algorithm for reliable and operator-friendly operation. The
proposed algorithm can be readily implemented and standard
compliant; the existing architecture such as X2 interface can
be used with minimal modiﬁcation. We perform an extensive
simulations using a realistic urban BS topology, and the results
conﬁrm that the proposed algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the
energy consumption, e.g., more than 60%, and the energy-delay
trade-off curve is almost close to the optimal one, which can be
found by the exhaustive search only.
Keywords—Threshold-based, overlay network, Delaunay triangulation, energy-efﬁcient, base station operation, distributed algorithm, ﬂow-level dynamics.

I.

In this paper, we study the BS turning-off operation considering the spatial and temporal variability of network trafﬁc
under ﬂow-level dynamics. Many research in BS greening
assumes that a system with a ﬁxed number of users with
inﬁnitely backlogged data which is so called a saturated
system. However, the saturated system model may not capture
the dynamic nature of trafﬁc variation in time and space.
As opposed to the saturated systems considered in [8], we
use ﬂow-level dynamics where new ﬂows (or ﬁle transfer
requests) arrive into the system at random and leave the
system after being served [13]–[17]. The research of dynamic
network environment is required to analyze the network with
approximation to reality. In doing this, we develop a self
organizing network (SON) algorithm for BS off operation that
works without global knowledge of trafﬁc distribution and
thus that can run without a centralized controller. For SON
operation, we consider overlay networks, which are deﬁned
over the subsets of BSs, either turned on, turned off, or all.

I NTRODUCTION

With the deployment of broadband data services, the
demands of mobile trafﬁc is rapidly growing [1], but more
energy consumption is unavoidable. We observe that like a
wide range of network equipments such as the servers and
routers in the Internet, base stations (BSs) also consume
constant energy irrespective of the trafﬁc level, which leads
to energy waste when the trafﬁc level is low, e.g., during the
night time. Speciﬁcally, considering the spatial and/or temporal
mobile trafﬁc variation [2], we can turn off the under-utilized
BSs while trying to avoid performance degradation. In doing
so, mobile operators can save energy and also reduce CO2
emission. In addition, low operational expenditure (OPEX) is
achievable due to the reduced electricity cost. In this regard,
many efforts are actively going on in the 3GPP LTE standards
(e.g., TS36.300 [3]) and also expected to continue in Rel. 12.
In addition to the standardization activity, Green Touch tries
to enhance the network energy efﬁciency by 1,000 times [4],
and Toward Green 5G Mobile Network (5GrEEn) group has
started research to enhance energy efﬁciency as well [5].

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1) First, we develop a framework for BS off operation originated from overlay networks. We construct overlay networks using Delaunay triangulation (DT) for dynamic BS
off operation. When BSs are turned off, the DT graph of
turned-off BSs successfully reﬂects the topology change of
BSs because DT graph can be reconstructed in a distributed
manner. Hence, the proposed method is implementable in a

In the literature, there is a lot of ongoing research about
BS on/off operation algorithm, e.g., [6]–[12]. A practical
method of constructing location-based virtual grid for BS
turning-off operation is proposed, but it was mainly based on
simulation [12]. Cell zooming technique was proposed in [9]
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distributed way and thus highly scalable. Under the dynamically changing BS topology, DT unambiguously deﬁnes
the neighboring BSs to cooperate for BS off operation.
Furthermore, the proposed overlay network is based on X2
interface of 3GPP LTE, so the architecture of LTE needs
not be changed.

of the shadowing by estimating channel gain from BS i to the
mobile terminal at location x [13]. The system load density
experienced by BS i is deﬁned as

2) Second, we propose a threshold-based operator-friendly BS
off algorithm in solving the NP-hard optimization problem.
The utilization of a BS, deﬁned as the busy fraction of
time, is the key parameter to decide turning-off BS. We will
see that utilization is related with user association policy
and load balancing. Relying only on the BS utilization to
decide the turning-off BS perhaps looks simple, but it works
surprisingly well because the utilization effectively captures
the trafﬁc variation information in space. The thresholdbased turning-off operation is also operator-friendly; the
choice of lower and upper thresholds determines the operating point on the trade-off curve between energy and
delay.

The system load density implies the fraction of time to serve
the trafﬁc per unit area at location x with the data rate of ci (x).
Now we deﬁne the BS utilization ρi as the busy fraction time
of BS i to serve the trafﬁc within its coverage,

ρi =
i (x)pi (x)dx
(4)

i (x) :=

where pi (x) is user association probability, i.e., the ﬂow at a
location x is associated with BS i with probability pi (x) [13].
B. Problem formulation
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Feasibility): Let ρ = (ρ1 , · · · , ρb ) be a
load vector of all BSs where b is the number of BSs. A set of
all BSs in the area L is denoted by Ball . A set of powered-on
BSs is denoted by Bon ⊆ Ball , and a set of powered-off BSs
is denoted by Bof f ⊂ Ball . The set F(Bon ) is a feasible set
of utilizations of BSs, which is given by


i (x)pi (x)dx, ∀i ∈ Ball ,
(5)
F(Bon ) = ρ | ρi =
L

0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ball ,

pi (x) = 1,

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model and problem formulation are
presented. In Section III, we propose the threshold-based BS
off algorithm. In Section IV, the performance of the proposed
algorithm is demonstrated with extensive simulation. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section V.

Our problem is to ﬁnd an optimal set of turned-on BSs,
Bon considering the trade-off between ﬂow-level performance
and the energy consumption. We formulate our problem as a
vector optimization problem [18], which is given by
min

We consider an infrastructure-based wireless network such
as, but are not limited to, 3GPP LTE-Advanced. For the
network modeling, a region L ⊂ R2 is served by a set of
BSs. At a location x ∈ L, best effort ﬂows arrive following
the Poisson point process. When the average arrival rate of
ﬂows at x is λ(x) and the average ﬁle size is 1/μ(x), the
trafﬁc load density is given by

ρ∈F (Bon ), Bon ⊆Ball

{(Φα (ρ, Bon ), Ψ(ρ, Bon ))}

(10)

where Φα is a ﬂow-level performance such as delay, and Ψ is
energy consumption.
It can be shown that the feasible set F(Bon ) is a convex set,
and the objective function (10) is a convex function of ρ given
Bon . Thus it becomes a convex optimization problem given
given Bon . However, the choice of Bon essentially makes our
problem NP hard.

(1)

which captures the spatial trafﬁc variation. When the ﬂow at
location x is serviced by BS i ∈ B, the achievable rate of BS i
is
ci (x) = log2 (1 + SIN Ri (x))

(7)

0 ≤ pi (x) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ball , ∀x ∈ L, (8)

pi (x) = 0, ∀i ∈ Bof f = Ball \Bon . (9)

S YSTEM M ODEL

λ(x)
,
μ(x)

(6)

i∈Ball

A. Assumptions

γ(x) :=

(3)

L

3) Third, extensive simulations conﬁrm that the proposed BS
off algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the energy consumption, e.g., more than 60% compared to the baseline. Our
simulation is based on a real 3G deployment environment
of a speciﬁc urban area. The proposed distributed algorithm
surprisingly outperforms the previous one that works with
the global trafﬁc information [15]. In addition, the simulation results conﬁrm that the proposed algorithm almost
achieves the optimal energy/delay trade-off curve.

II.

γ(x)
.
ci (x)

Our work is based on the framework of [15], but [15]
uses the scalarization to ﬁnd an optimal point considering two
competing objectives in (10), which is shown as

(2)

min

ρ∈F (Bon ), Bon ⊆Ball

where SIN Ri is the received signal to interference plus noise
ratio of BS i. From the deﬁnition, ci (x) is a function of x and
determined by SIN R. We simply consider that the sum of
interference experienced by BS i is location-dependent thanks
to randomized interference and/or the frequency reuse technique. It should be noted that ci (x) is not merely determined
by the distance from BS i, which means it can capture effects

Φα (ρ, Bon ) + ηΨ(ρ, Bon )

(11)

where the parameter η ≥ 0 determines the trade-off between
the ﬂow-level performance and the energy consumption. To
solve the problem (11), the authors of [15] proposed an
algorithm that requires γ(x) and ci (x) over all x ∈ L, which
may be a signiﬁcant obstacles in implementing the algorithm in
the real system; it is hard to know the trafﬁc load density γ(x)
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in practice, and the algorithm in [15] are hardly implementable,
which motivates our work.
The cost function of energy consumption Φα is given as
 (1 − ρi )1−α − 1
(12)
Φα (ρ, Bon ) =
α−1
i∈Bon

where α ≥ 0 speciﬁes the desired degree of load balancing;
when α = 0 is rate optimal, α = 1 is throughput-optimal, and
α = 2 is delay-optimal, etc [13]. When α = 2, (12) becomes

ρi
Φ2 (ρ, Bon ) =
(13)
1 − ρi
i∈Bon

which corresponds to minimizing the average delay when the
active number of ﬂows changes dynamically, and the ﬂows
served by the BS are scheduled in a temporally fair way
assuming M/GI/1 multi-class processor sharing model [13].

Fig. 1. Overlay networks using DT : D(Ball ) with all BSs, D(Bon ) with
powered-on BSs, and D(Bof f ) with powered-off BSs.

The energy consumption of BSs Ψ can be modeled in
two parts: the ﬁxed energy consumption and the utilizationproportional energy consumption, which is given as


(1 − qi )ρi Pi + qi Pi
(14)
Ψ(ρ, Bon ) =

network controller (RNC) of the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS), the BSs should cooperate themselves
and exchange messages via X2 interface for balancing the cell
loads or mitigating the inter-cell interference. We exploit the
architecture of X2 interface for BS off operation and propose
a novel technique using overlay networks based on DT1 . The
proposed technique is well aligned with SON operation and
effectively works with the spatial mobile trafﬁc variation.

i∈Bon

where qi ∈ [0, 1] is the portion of the ﬁxed power consumption
for BS i, and Pi is the maximum energy consumption of
BS i when it is fully utilized [15]. In the current cellular
systems, qi is very close to 1, which implies the current
BS is hardly energy-proportional, and this is because the
power consumption of cooling equipments and power ampliﬁer
during turned-on period is substantial. For example, in the case
of 3G network, qi is surprisingly around 0.95 [12]. The higher
qi the more beneﬁcial to turn off the underutilized BSs.

We construct three different overlay networks, i.e., three
DT graphs as shown in Fig. 1. D(Ball ) is the DT with all
BSs, D(Bon ) is for the powered-on BSs, and D(Bof f ) is for
the powered-off BSs, respectively. Due to the space limitation,
we focus on the BS off algorithm using D(Bon ) in this paper.2
To construct the overlay networks using DT work based on
only local interaction, a set of neighbors should be deﬁned
unambiguously. Once a set of neighbors is deﬁned, each BS
should be able to dynamically maintain its neighbor cell list
(NCL).

We assume that the time scale of turning on/off BSs is
much larger than the user association, so ﬁrst we consider
the user association problem, and then we determine the
BS turning-off operation. To consider the user association
problem, we adopt the distributed α-optimal user association
[13],
min

ρ∈F (Bon )

Φα (ρ, Bon ),

Deﬁnition 3.1 (NCL): NCL of BS i is a list of BSs that
are 1-hop away from BS i on D(Bon ). Each BS i maintains
its NCL.

(15)

which considers the cell load balancing and decides the user
association deterministically using the distributed iterations
that converge to an optimal point. In other words, each user
equipment (UE) makes the user association decision considering the load balancing.
III.

NCL information is necessary to make the turning-off
decision in a cooperate manner with neighboring BSs. For
the stable BS operation, when BS i makes the turning-off
decision, BS i should consider how to distribute its trafﬁc load
into neighboring BSs and how to control a large number of
handover messages induced by the UEs in the turning-off BSs.
Thanks to the property that the average number of neighbors in
DT is six, the size of memory table per BS to keep connectivity
remains quite small (six on the average). In addition the limited
size of NCL makes the message signaling overhead negligible.

U TILIZATION THRESHOLD - BASED BS OFF
A LGORITHM

A. Constructing Overlay Networks Using DT Graphs
For SON operation, BSs need to recognize the network
topology change by exchanging messages among BSs if necessary. When BSs are turned off, the set of turned-on BSs,
i.e., Bon dynamically changes; thus, the message exchange
is needed regularly, so that BSs are aware of the topology
change. A general message exchanging procedure is deﬁned
in 3GPP LTE standards via X2 interface. Since the architecture
of LTE does not assume the centralized controller like the radio

Deﬁnition 3.2 (Cluster): On D(Bon ), a cluster of BS i
denoted by Ci is deﬁned as a set of BSs that are within nhop away from BS i including BS i.
1 DT is dual graph of Voronoi diagram and constructed by connecting
centers of cells adjacent to each cell of Voronoi diagram.
2 Our future work will exploit both D(B
of f ) and D(Ball ) for BS on/off
algorithms together.
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After BSs construct overlay networks, BS i broadcasts its
utilization ρi . To keep the message broadcasting range within
its cluster, the message includes a hop counter which is similar
to the time to live (TTL) in the IP packet. The hop counter
in the message decrements by one when it passes one hop. A
concept of the cluster is desired when BS turning-off operation
need to occur locally in a self organizing manner. From the
deﬁnition, BS i is always the center of cluster Ci . Note that
each BS’s cluster is different. In other words, Ci = Cj=i when
j is in the NCL of BS i.
(a) Temporal trafﬁc ﬂuctuation

B. Algorithm Description

(b) Energy-delay trade-off curve

Fig. 2. The mobile operators can choose the speciﬁc operation point on the
trade-off curve. Δ = ρ̄ − ρ can be used to avoid the ping-pong effect.

The utilization ρi is passed over DT graphs via X2 interface
and used for turning-off decision. The utilization ρi in (4)
is the integration of trafﬁc load density i (x) multiplied by
the user association probability pi (x). Thus, the utilization
contains the information about spatial trafﬁc distribution. At
ﬁrst glance, it seems hard to implement due to the complexity
of the integral formula in (4). However, it is easy to implement
in practice; instead of computing the average utilization from
(4), BS utilization in OFDM system such as LTE-A can be
computed by the average usage rate of resource block the
scheduler manages, so it is conveniently measurable [13].
Additionally, we assume that the powered-off BSs can still
exchange messages via X2 interface because it requires very
little energy consumption.

TABLE I.

M ESSAGES FOR BS

Message Type
utilization
off-initiation
off-agree
off-complete

OFF

A LGORITHM

Main Contents
ρi
Notiﬁcation
Conﬁrmation
Notiﬁcation

After broadcasting ρi , BS i can know the lowest utilization
in Ci since other BSs having utilization lower than ρ also
broadcast the utilization periodically. Once BS i knows
that it is the lowest utilized BS in Ci , BS i broadcasts the
off-initiation so that other BSs know who is going to
turn off and thus wait until the BS i ﬁnishes the turning-off
procedure. In our algorithm, we do not allow two BSs in the
same cluster are turned off simultaneously for reliable operation. The neighboring BSs j check their utilization condition
ρj ≤ ρ̄, ∀j ∈ Ci , j = i. If BS j still has the spare capacity
to accept the handover request from BS i, then BS j sends
the off-agree to the turning off BS i. Then BS i broadcasts
the off-complete and is turned off. BS i is removed from
Bon , and now neighboring BSs memorize i ∈ Bof f . The BS
off algorithm is summarized below.

In the algorithm, we introduce two parameters, upper
threshold ρ̄ ∈ [0, 1] and lower threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1]. Intuitively
ρ̄ ≥ ρ, and these are used for controlling the turning-on and
turning-off operations. BSs i could be turned off when ρi ≤ ρ,
i.e., when the trafﬁc level is low as the trafﬁc level changes like
sinusoidal pattern during a day. Similarly, if BS i’s utilization
becomes ρi ≥ ρ̄, then one of BS i’s neighbors need to wake up
to unload the BS i. This will typically occur when the average
trafﬁc level arises as the morning comes while many BSs have
been turned off during the night.
Proper setting of two thresholds can prevent so-called pingpong effect that a subset of BSs are repeatedly turned-off and
turned-on. For example, when Δ = (ρ̄ − ρ) becomes large in
Fig. 2 (a), ping-pong effect will be mitigated. Mobile operators
can properly set up the values, ρ̄ and ρ, to achieve reliable BS
off operation considering the energy-delay trade-off, as shown
in Fig. 2 (b). When ρ and/or ρ̄ is large, BS i consumes little
energy in average, but it results in higher average ﬂow delay. It
is intuitivley correct that more BSs are off when ρ is large, and
also more powered-off BSs wait to initiate turning-on process
until ρi ≥ ρ̄ due to large ρ̄.

Threshold-based Distributed BS off Algorithm
1: while ρi ≤ ρ and ρj ≤ ρ̄ where ∀j ∈ Ci
2:
BS i ∈ Bon broadcasts utilization to Ci .
3:
if ρi = min{ρj }, then
4:
BS i broadcasts off-initiation to Ci .
5:
if BS i receives off-agree from BS j(= i), then
6:
{BS i broadcasts off-complete to Ci , and
is turned off. }
7:
else maintain the current state.
8:
(Re)construct D(Bon ) and D(Bof f )
9: end while

Now we describe our BS turning off algorithm. Our
algorithm can be implemented independent of the size of
network because BS off operation is performed locally within
the cluster. Note that Bon and Bof f evolve dynamically so do
the associated DTs as the turning-off operation proceeds.

Remark 3.1: It can be shown that the algorithm works
without a deadlock when the number of BSs is ﬁnite.

1) Threshold-based BS off Algorithm: We describe the
turning-off algorithm that distributedly ﬁnds BSs to turn off.
Powered-on BSs (Bon ) construct overlay network, D(Bon ).
Note that there are many methods of constructing DT in
a distributed way, but out of the scope of this paper. If
ρi ≤ ρ, the BS i broadcasts the utilization ρi , and the
neighboring BSs j in the i’s cluster Ci get the utilization.

IV.

N UMERICAL R ESULTS

We ﬁrst verify the proposed threshold-based BS off algorithm by extensive simulations based on pratical network
conﬁguration. We compare the proposed turning-off algorithm
with greedy-off algorithm (GOFF) [15] and the exhaustive
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43dBm, and the total power consumption of the BS is 865W
[15], [20], [21]. Note that applying the proposed algorithm to
the energy-proportional BS is also feasible.
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For simplicity, we assume that all 15 BSs are in one cluster,
and trafﬁc is distributed homogeneously in space even though
our algorithm works for inhomogeneous trafﬁc distribution as
well. The results are for three cases of the average utilizations,
15%, 30%, and 45%, respectively. In the real environment,
15% may imply the low utilization during the night while 30%
or 45% may imply the increased trafﬁc in the morning and
daytime. Our setup is conservative in the sense that the actual
average BS utilization can be less than 10% at night [7], so
further energy saving is possible depending on the trafﬁc load.
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The proposed turning-off algorithm determines the operating point depending on the lower threshold ρ. In Fig. 4,
we sweep the value of ρ from 0.01 to 0.80. To focus on the
impact of energy saving by turning off the BSs, we set the
upper threshold ρ̄ as 1. As can be seen, when ρ increases,
more BS are turned off, and total energy consumption is
decreased. However, the delay becomes large. Note that turning
off too many BSs induces some BS’s utilization to exceed
ρ̄, i.e., those BSs are overloaded, and we cannot continue
turning-off process. Fig. 4 shows that trade-off curves found
by the exhaustive search and the proposed algorithm, which
are very close. To compare with GOFF algorithm, η in (11)
varies as 0, 10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 , and 100 , respectively.
By increasing η, the energy consumption becomes low, but
the delay increases fast, which makes the service unfavorable.

4.5

The BS deployment topology in the urban area (15 BSs)
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In addition, Fig. 5 shows the coverage of each BS. Fig. 5 (a)
is the initial coverage when ﬁfteen BSs are powered on. After
running the proposed algorithm, Fig. 5 (b) shows ﬁve BSs are
turned off. We use η = 0, ρ = 0.2, α = 2, and the initial
average BS utilization is 15%.
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C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we proposed a novel technique for green
BS operation. Speciﬁcally, our algorithm is intended for the
distributed implementation of BS off without knowing the
global spatial trafﬁc distribution a priori. Considering the
fact that the green BS operation is essentially an NP hard
optimization problem and previous approaches are mainly
based on the centralized controller, our proposed method is
unique. In doing this, we proposed an overlay network based
green SON, which takes the advantage of DT. We observe
that DT has several nice properties for green SON operation.
Speciﬁcally, when BSs are dynamically on and off, the active
set of BSs accordingly evolves so do the neighboring cell lists.
Since DT can be updated in a distributed manner, using DT
for green SON operation is very desirable. Furthermore, we
only assume the X2 interface between BSs for SON operation
and minimal message overhead, the proposed algorithm is
compliant with the upcoming standards such as the next
version of LTE-A. For the operator friendly operation, we
proposed the utilization threshold-based BS off algorithm over
DTs. The intuition is that the utilization of BSs implicitly
captures the spatial trafﬁc distribution. Extensive simulations
show that our proposed method achieves the near-optimal
energy-delay performance curve whereas the optimal curve
can be found by the exhaustive search only. Furthermore, our

Fig. 4. Energy-delay trade-off for the comparison the threshold-based BS
off algorithm, the centralized GOFF algorithm, and the exhaustive search. As
ρ increases, energy saving can be higher at the cost of higher delay.

search algorithm. Note that GOFF algorithm shows good
performance, almost close to the optimal one, which can be
found by the exhaustive search only because our problem is
originally NP hard. As can be seen in (11), the drawback of
GOFF is such that it requires the global knowledge of trafﬁc
distribution i (x) to calculate the objective functions, which
can be hardly known in practice, and GOFF algorithm requires
the centralized controller that has global trafﬁc distribution.
For the simulation, we use the BS deployment topology
consisting of 15 macro BSs of some 3G operator as shown
in Fig. 3. We use the modiﬁed 231 path loss model and other
parameters speciﬁed in IEEE 802.16m evaluation methodology
document [19]. For modeling BS power consumption, we
assume the non energy-proportional BS that consumes the
constant energy when it is on. The transmit power of BS is
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Fig. 5. The comparison of cell coverage areas. After 5 BSs are turned off,
the algorithm is automatically stopped by the constraint (ρi ≤ ρ̄) to sustain
good delay performance.

algorithm outperforms the previous one assuming the global
trafﬁc distribution and the centralized controller, which shows
the practical implication of the proposed method. In the future
work, we will propose the BS on algorithm and investigate
the impact of massive hand-over initiated possibly by many
mobile terminals that belong to the turning-off BSs. Finally,
applying our technique for dense small cell BS environments
will be of interest too.
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